
Cybersecurity Operations
Record, Track, Manage, and Review All Cybersecurity Processes
and Procedures with a Comprehensive Audit Trail

Cybersecurity requires a constant monitoring of systems, 
applications, and networks. Building routine repeatable 
processes that can provide an audit trail of everything from 
patch management to vulnerability management and 
assessment documentation is critical to repel threats and 
maintain a secure organization. Security leaders and teams 
need to quickly build processes, replicate them into templates, 
and add ad-hoc requests, tasks, or processes quickly. Waiting 
months for solutions to be programmed and implemented 
doesn’t work in the demanding world of cybersecurity. Security 
leaders and professionals need a tool that requires no coding 
and empowers everyone. They need Tasker built on 
ServiceNow.

Tasker is a collaborative work management platform that 
moves teams and leaders from email, spreadsheets, shared 
folders, and complex workflow solutions into a secure, 
structured work environment that unlocks productivity and 
bridges the gaps between silos and disparate systems. Tasker’s 
streamlined and responsive WorkUI™ and TaskFlow™ Builder 
enable users to easily create, assign, delegate, route, and 
manage work. Cybersecurity teams across North America 
leverage Tasker to ensure they are managing a safe and secure 
organization.

Solution Brief

HIGH

•   Secure, highly configurable collaborative 
work management on ServiceNow 

•   Assign simple or complex work/tasks/proj-
ects and increase leadership visibility 

•   View and monitor work in real-time from 
desktop or mobile

•   Create, collaborate, and review secure 
SharePoint documents without ever leaving 
ServiceNow or Tasker

•   Robust SharePoint search capability
•   One-click PDF eSignature
•   Seamless integration with ServiceNow
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Built for dynamic Cybersecurity teams leading the fight
by eliminating threats and vulnerabilities
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Reports & Dashboards
Robust and dynamic standard and custom dashboards 
capture the state of work being performed throughout 
the organization. Executives can review organizational 
performance while business unit and team leaders can 
see who is getting work done and where bottlenecks are 
impacting productivity. All dashboard data can be easily 
exported in one-click to .csv and .xlsx formats for further 
analysis or review.  

Intuitive TaskFlowTM Builder
Easily build complex tasks and projects using Tasker’s 
unique TaskFlow Builder. Build and review templates in 
“task-tree views.” Quickly make tasks and subtasks, 
adjust assignments, or make ad-hoc changes on the fly 
to adjust for unexpected challenges or sta� turnover. 
The flexibility and proactive features of Tasker ensure 
work is completed and nothing is lost when changes 
impact the market, business, or workforce.  

WorkUITM

Manage your work easily all in one place with the Tasker 
WorkUITM. Designed with collaborative work management 
best practices in mind so your critical, ad-hoc, and 
routine work is completed regardless of location or 
device. Quickly find all your assigned and delegated 
tasks, projects, and work. Access each assignment and 
all attachments, approve, complete, or delegate with 
ease.


